Abstract: Wireless sensor actuator networks are becoming a solution for control applications. Reliable data transmission and real time constraints are the most significant challenges. Control applications will have some Quality of Service (QoS) requirements from the sensor network, such as minimum delay and guaranteed delivery of packets. We investigate variable sampling method to mitigate the effects of time delays in wireless networked control systems using an observer based control system model. Our focus for variable sampling methodology is to determine the appropriate neural network topology for delay prediction and also investigate the impact of additional inputs to the neural network such as network packet loss rate and throughput. The major contribution of this work is the use of typical obtainable delay series for training the neural network. Most studies have used random generated numbers, which are not a correct representation of delays actually experienced in a wireless network. Our results here shows that adequate prediction of the time delay series using the observer based variable sampling is able to compensate for delays in the communication loop and influences the performance of the control system model.
Introduction
Recent advances in wireless microelectronic and embedded systems are the backbone of the potential for wireless sensor actuator networks (WSANs) emerging as a viable solution or alternative for closing control loops over wireless networks. The feedback methodology is the central element of a control loop. The WSAN configuration exploits the feedback methodology. As communication plays a central role in distributed systems, it is important that communication protocols or frame works are developed to ensure service is given by a system to an end user in a reliable and efficient manner [1] . Packet based transmission over wireless channels is expected to experience loss and delays. Control applications will have some Quality of Service (QoS) requirements from the sensor network, such as requiring minimum delay and guaranteed delivery of packets [1] . Packet loss or time varying delay can seriously degrade the control performance and cause instability [1] . Closing control loops over wireless channels provides many challenging control problems such as management of data loss and delays, communication scheduling, bandwidth utilization, performance evaluation and stability analysis. During data exchange between wireless devices, the induced delay caused by the wireless network is an important issue. Adaptive sampling can help alleviate the impact of time varying delays on quality of control. Sensors are conventionally designed to have fixed sampling periods. Fixed sampling periods allow for fixed control loop bandwidth requirements given that data packet sizes are fixed. However, in a dynamic environment such as an adaptive sampling rate, this may result in varying network load, which may become overloaded or under-loaded. In this paper, attention is paid to the impact of delay problems on quality of control. This delay experienced usually varies at random. One of the important goals of a wireless control system is to achieve adaptability to the changing network conditions. This makes adaptive learning for wireless networks essential with artificial neural networks (ANN) a suitable candidate to achieve this learning capability. Adaptive learning capability is an essential characteristic of neural networks and they are fast at data processing due to their parallel structure.
Based on the concept of variable period sampling, we investigate the delay problem in WSAN control systems and adaptive sample period mechanism using artificial neural networks. Since delay varies at random in wireless control systems, the system is sampled at each sampling step with a different time interval and this sampling period is calculated based on the predictions made by the neural network algorithm. The predicted delay is used to control the WSAN control system to the next sampling step. We investigate sample period prediction using the backpropagation feedforward, non linear autoregressive, radial basis and time series neural network models. An analysis of the performance of the different neural network types is given. The major contribution of this work is the use of typical obtainable delay series for training the neural network. Most studies have used random generated numbers, which does not reflect typical delays actually experienced in a wireless network.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides an overview on WSAN control applications focusing on delay and stability. Section 3 discusses neural networks and related work carried out relating to delay prediction and network stability. In Section 4, we present the ANN adaptive sampling mechanism. In Section 5 experimental studies are given. Finally, Section 6 concludes this paper.
WSAN Network Model
A WSAN control system architecture consists of sensor nodes, actuator nodes and a controller. We briefly describe the IEEE 802.15.4 standard for low rate wireless personal area networks (PANs). The ISA100.11a standard developed by the International Society of Automation (ISA) defines Wireless Systems for Industrial Automation Process Control and Related Applications and is built based on the IEE802.15.4. The ZigBee protocols are also based on this standard. The IEE802.15.4 standard defines the physical and MAC layer specification of WSNs for low rate PANs and aims to provide a low-power, low-cost and reliable protocol for wireless connectivity. The typical operating range of 802.15.4 is approximately 10 to 20 meters, and the raw data rate is 250 kb/s in the 2.4 GHz band [2] .
Delay and Wireless Control Systems
Factors affecting delay in a wireless control applications network include interference, distance and the underlying protocols used in the network. In WSANs, actuators perform their actions based on received data from the sensor; hence delay bounds are crucial for real time performance [1] . Real time in this context means executing commands or communication within the systems timing requirements. The challenge lies in guaranteeing minimal delay and jitter so that it will not degrade control performance. The knowledge of the different types of delay experienced in a WSAN, including their proportion in the total delay is important. This determines the impact of the delays on the performance of the WSAN control system. The contributions of these various delay components can vary significantly and depend on the communication protocols used, the network traffic patterns and the channel conditions, network devices, throughput and congestion conditions of the network during transmission [3] . The network conditions make WSAN delays non-deterministic and delays can be of different natures, constant, variable or random [4] . For this reason, propagation delay can be regarded as the dominant delay of the network loop [5] . The non-deterministic nature of the network conditions shows the importance of creating a representation of the network delays to be able to create a suitable control for a certain control system. We discuss the model of a networked control system as shown in Figure 1 . The data packets from the plant conditions sensed by the sensor travel from sensor to controller, then processed by the controller to compute some control algorithm and then transmitted from controller to actuator. The actuator then receives the actuator signal from the controller and executes a required action. Due to network conditions, information sent by the sensor-to-controller or controller-to-actuator experiences a delay. Such delays are called network-induced delays. The delays are denoted as sensor-to-controller delays τsc and controller-to-actuators delay τca. The following assumptions are made for this model.
1. Computational, processing and transmission delays are absorbed by τsc or τca. 2. Sensors data is time-stamped prior to transmission to the controller. 3. The controller has information on last time controller to actuator delay (using the 802.15.4 data acknowledgement mechanism). This information is used by the neural network to compute the delay τca that is going to happen.
The control feedback loop network delay propagation can be described using the timing diagram in Figure 2 . From the timing diagram the packet containing the sensed plant state is at point (a) at sampling instant Tk. The sensor transmits its sensed information to the controller. During transmission and propagation, the packet experiences a time lag (delay) τsc prior to arrival. The received information is then used by the controller to compute a control signal. This control signal is then transmitted to the actuator and further experiences a time delay τca, which is applied to the plant. When the control signal is applied at point (b), the control signal computed at τsc may not reflect the plant conditions at point (b). Hence, the control signal is not updated for the actual plant conditions. The total delay τk can be used to compute a more suitable control signal to reflect the plant conditions at point (b). Then the idea is to predict (at sampling step Tk) the total delay τk = τsc + τca that is going to happen. This delay prediction will be achieved using artificial neural network algorithms. This approach requires that the controller and actuator are event driven and the system now becomes a discrete linear time-invariant variable sampling system.
Our system model [6] is based on the classical approach to sampling dynamic systems with delays and is described below. Consider the continuous-time representation of a dynamic system subject to input delays given as
represent the system states, the controlled input and output respectively. A, B and C are constant matrices of appropriate dimensions. K is the m × n feedback gain matrix. Here the system has variable sampling intervals, which implies that the system determines when the control signal is changed at sampling instant Tk. The total delay τk is assumed to be same as the sampling period Tk as it is expected that the ANN will precisely predict the future total delay τk [7] . The predicted delay τk = Tk, now becomes a parameter of the system matrix Φ and the input distribution matrix Γ. The discretized representation of the linear time-variant system with time-delay affecting the feedback is 
Introducing the difference between the measured and estimated outputs )
, the predicted state with observer becomes
Here L(Tk) is the observer gain matrix based on the predicted values Tk . The control feedback u(tk) becomes an estimated value based on the observer as denoted by
The closed loop system is then expressed as
Selection of the feedback gain K and the observer gain L are based on optimal control given by the linear quadratic regulator (LQR) technique for discrete systems and the Ackerman method for pole placement respectively. These system models are the basis for the control simulations carried out in section V.
Stability Analysis
WSANs are inherently prone to transmission delays. The variation in delay can degrade control performance or even destabilize the system. Hence, it is important that the sampling rate of the system is adjusted within the limits or optimal performance criteria to achieve desired system performance and stability [8, 9] . However, the sampling rate must not be adjusted beyond limits that would cause system instability. In a wireless control network, a fast sampling rate can increase the network load thereby increasing transmission delays within the shared medium [10] . We look at two issues in wireless networked systems: system stability and control performance.
System stability: In this paper, we define system network stability as a network whose average rate at which data is generated (network load) is smaller than the network capacity (maximum throughput, bitrate). For instance, consider an IEEE802.15.4 based control loop with a maximum bite rate of 250 k/bps as defined in the standard. Studies in [11, 12] have shown that the maximum theoretical throughput achievable in an IEEE802.15.4 based network is 225 k/bps. The IEEE802.15.4 physical frame format consists of preamble (4 bytes), SFD (1 byte), frame length field (1 byte), data payload (127 bytes) and 6 bytes representing transmission overhead. Therefore, assuming a maximum theoretical throughput of 225 k/bps and perfect queuing, the smallest allowable sampling period without overloading the network is calculated as network throughput/data size in bits 225000/1128 = 0.005 s = 5 ms Control Performance: We have assumed that the queuing and processing delays experienced are negligible and can form part of the sensor to controller and controller to actuator delays. The following are the considerations taken regarding the duration of delays in the system loop. As stated above, it is important that the correct sensor data is received in time in a control loop subject to delays within its feedback communication to guarantee that the correct information is used to control the loop. Consider a controlled system, if at the current sampling step, the total delay tk (sensor to controller and controller to actuator delay) is smaller than the maximum allowed delay Tmax, then the system is stable. This implies that the controlled process may become unstable or not controlled correctly when the combination of the sensor to controller and controller to actuator delay is greater than the sample time because the current sensed data is not used to control the system. A delay where τk > Tmax, can be classed a packet loss.
Artificial Neural Network Models and Related Work

Neural Network Models
An artificial neural network is a mathematical computational model. It generally consists of an interconnected group of neurons and can be used to model complex relationships between inputs and outputs. Artificial neural networks in most cases are adaptive systems that change their structure based on external or internal information flowing through them and use a connectionist approach to process information [13] .
Back propagation feedforward networks are standard neural networks for any supervised learning pattern recognition. The error between the network output and target output is backpropagated through the network and used to update the weights.
The time delay neural network (TDNN) is a multilayer feedforward network whose past values of the time series are used to predict future values using tapped delay lines. The term "tapped-delay-line" means that the neural network needs to have certain memory of previous values of the input and/or output events. TDNNs are similar to back propagation feedforward neural networks and are designed to deal with time varying signals.
The non-linear auto regressive neural network with exogenous input NARXNN is a recurrent dynamic multilayer network. The network architecture consists of feedback connections enclosing several layers of the network. The NARXNN is similar to the TDNN. The essential difference between the TDNN and NARXNN is that the output of the NARXNN is fed back as an input to the network [14] .
A radial basis function network (RBFNN) is a multilayer feedforward neural network. The RBFNN uses a radial basis activation function. RBFNN's have been used in function approximation, time-series prediction and control applications. In multilayer networks, the radial basis functions are commonly used to replace the sigmoidal hidden layer transfer functions [13] .
Related Work
Various methods have proposed to adapt the sampling periods of controls loops. In [15] the sampling period of the control loops is adjusted at the application layer based on information about deadline miss ratio and transmission rate from the physical layer. Control performance is then maximized through controlling the deadline miss ratio and it is suggested that enlarging the sampling period can reduce the deadline miss ratio. In [7] , a backpropagation (BP) feedforward neural network is used to predict delay. The predicted delay is then used as the sampling period. By comparing control simulations using variable and fixed sampling periods they show that variable period sampling can alleviate the influence of delay to a great extent and also improve the performance of the networked control systems. In [16] , a scheme for predicting mean per-packet one-hop delays using Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) network or tapped-delay-line Radial Basis Function (RBF) neural network approaches is proposed. Based on nodes' past experiences of traffic conditions they make future predictions of the network traffic, and the predicted one-hop delays are then used by the nodes to participate in routing decisions. In [17] , a feedforward neural network is used to predict delays. Their simulation results show that their approach reduces the influence of closed loop delay and they ensure system stability by closed loop pole placement. Stability based sample period adaptation method is proposed in [8] and focuses on the analysis of stability and performance of a basic wireless communication strategy in the areas of switched systems, stochastic stability and H∞ disturbance-tooutput gain. Their proposed strategy adapts the sample period by shifting to a more favorable network operating point based on network disturbances and changes in network loading by estimating the network state in terms of a 2-state Markov model. A multiple-observer approach to stability Wireless network Control Systems is described in [9] and addresses the problems of both time varying delays and packet loss in wireless control networks. To compensate for time varying delay, a State Prediction Observer (SPO) is designed using Linear Matrix Inequalities (LMI) to ensure closed-loop stability.
They show that this approach maintains stability in the presence of severe time-varying delays. The analysis of delay and stability of wireless control system is discussed in [10] and the influence of the sampling rate and network delay on system stability. Further studied is the stability of wireless control system using a hybrid system stability analysis technique. The random delay discrete time domain stabilization problem in wireless control system is also investigated in [18] . Here the sensor-tocontroller delay and controller-to-sensor delay is modeled as two Markov chains and the necessary and sufficient conditions on the existence of the stabilizing controllers established. To calculate the state feedback gains an iterative linear matrix inequality approach is used. Nilsson [19] analyzed networked control system in discrete-time domain, and further modeled the network delay as constant, independently random, and random but governed by an underlying Markov chain. By solving a LQG optimal control problem, he generated a controller that guaranteed the system stability. However, the design of the controller used the knowledge of known distribution or the state of Markov chain. [19] discusses the modeling and analysis of real time systems subject to varying delay in a network. They present a new control scheme analysis based on stochastic control theory. They assume the probability distribution of delays is known. Their numerical results support theoretical claims on the influence of random delays.
As discussed above, random delay in wireless networked control systems is inevitable. In [7, 16, 17] , their experiments have not used actual delays from practical or typical scenarios. They have used randomly generated delay values, which do not represent the delays experienced in a WSAN control system. Works carried out on adaptive sampling techniques have not investigated the importance of accurate prediction of network delays.
Neural Network Based Adaptive Sampling Mechanism
In our proposed sampling period adaptation prediction method, the sample period is predicted using known historical delay values, network load and throughput as the input layer vectors. The purpose of investigating different neural network models is to verify the appropriate neural network model for delay prediction.
Prediction Target
At the current sampling step, the neural network is required to predict the network delay. This requires that the neural network is properly trained to reliably predict the real delay values to occur. To train the network, the desired/target output needs to be known. We use simulated delay results from the OPNET [20] modeler wireless network simulation results based on the zigbee protocol as the desired output. After the offline training, the neural network is switched online. Since it is not possible to know the real delay value in advance at the current sampling step, the real delay value at current sampling step becomes available at next sampling step. Using the known historical delay data, the network predicts the delay at the current sampling step. The predicted delay is then used to control the wireless networked control system to the next sampling step. At this time, the real network delay from the previous sampling step is now obtained. The real delay value is compared with the predicted time delay and the error difference calculated. If the error is below a predefined threshold, then the prediction is still precise and the weight and values of the network do not require updating.
Simulation Data
Data collection is an important part of the neural network modeling process. The performance of neural network models is impacted by the quality and quantity of data used. Our data used to validate the proposed neural network models are real data of delays occurring within a wireless sensor actuator network. We use delay results from the OPNET modeler wireless network simulation based on the 802.15.4/Zigbee protocol. The network consists of 200 sensor/actuator nodes communicating via wireless connections. Simulations were carried out for 30 minutes and the sequence of data obtained includes network end-to-end delay, packet loss and network throughput. Each value of the sequence was taken every 180 ms giving a data set of 1,000 points. The data set was divided into a training set of 70%, validation set of 15% and testing set of 15%. The experiment aims to predict delay series in wireless sensor actuator networks, but we also use the network throughput and packet loss as additional inputs to the network. The aim is to determine the correlation and effect of the additional inputs in precise prediction of the delay.
For efficient neural network training, data pre-processing is normally performed on the network inputs and targets. In neural networks, there are different activation function types, and the various activation functions are centered on certain values in their output space. Pre-processing is done so that the data falls within their range. In multilayer feedforward networks, sigmoid transfer functions are normally used in the hidden layers. Sigmoid functions will be saturated if the net input becomes greater than three exponents. For instance, the log sigmoid function is centered around 0.5 with a range of (0,1) and the tanh sigmoid function has its center around zero with a range of (−1,1) [21] . If saturation occurs at the start of the training, the error gradients will become small, leading to a slow network training and longer convergence. To perform the correct normalization the configuration settings will include the minimum and maximum values of the sample data and calculated as follows: 
Neural Network Model
To verify the most suitable neural network for delay series prediction, we implemented predictive BPNNs, TDNN's, NARXNN's and RBFNN's. As mentioned before, we also used permutations of delay with packet loss and network throughput as additional inputs to the network to determine their correlation and impact on precise delay prediction. We denote the BPNNs, TDNN's, NARXNN's network topologies by NET [d,t,p] i,h, where NET is the neural network type as represented by BPNN, TDNN etc., d is the delay input to the network, t is the throughput input to the network, p is the packet loss input to the network, i is the number of nodes at the input layer or tapped delay line inputs for the delay and NARX neural network models, h is the number of nodes in the hidden layer. The RBFNN networks are denoted by NET [d,t,p] i,s, where s is the spread factor. We have specifically not included the output layer node, all the neural network models used for this research have just one output node. As it is known in the literature that one hidden layer gives good results on prediction [7] and added hidden layers introduce increased complexity, control or real time predictions require optimal performance with reduced complexity hence we limit our hidden layer to one. We implemented several different topology configurations for the neural network types with just one hidden layer. The several topologies were determined by increasing the number of input and hidden nodes in steps of one. The maximum number of input layer and hidden layer nodes is 10. We used the early stopping method during network training to determine the best validation performance for each test sequence and its generalization capacity. Our data sets consisting of 1000 data samples have been partitioned into sets for training, validation and test with a ration of 70%, 15% and 15% respectively. There is no specific rule for the splitting of the data set. However, it is generally agreed that larger proportions of the data set should be used for training. A total of 100 neural network combinations was trained, validated and tested four times. The average of the root mean square error (RMSE) for the validation phase and regression results of the validation and testing phases recorded. For the RBF network, up to 10 inputs were tried with different spread factors ranging from 0.001 to 3. The number of hidden nodes required to meet the error target function was determined during the training process.
Experimental Analysis
The different neural network algorithms namely the BPNN, TDNN, NARXNN and RBFNN provided by Matlab Neural Networks package [14] were tried. The prediction results and the training performances of all the neural network models detailed below.
ANN Results
The Tables 1 to 4 , shows the regression results of the testing phase i.e., the correlation of the neural network output to the actual output during the testing phase, recall that the testing phase is when a data set is used to test the neural network performance or prediction capability. Table 1 . BPNN topology regression performance (i = nodes in the input layer, h = nodes in the hidden layer). Table 2 . TDNN topology regression performance (i = nodes in the tapped delay line, h = nodes in the hidden layer). Table 3 . NARXNN topology regression performance (i = nodes in the tapped delay line, h = nodes in the hidden layer). Table 4 . RBFNN topology regression performance (i = nodes in the input layer, s = spread factor). For the four network types studied above, we chose the topology with best performance. The selected topologies are listed in Table 5 and are used for final analysis and the experiments with additional inputs namely packet loss and network throughput. The term 'epochs' used in Table 5 represents the number of network input sets (training sets) that was presented during the network training process prior to achieving a suitable error target. In Table 6 , the summary of results with the best prediction using the additional inputs is listed. From Table 6 , it shows that the combination of delay and network throughput sequences yields better results to a delay and packet loss combination for the selected best experimented neural network models. Table 6 . Performance of best topologies with added inputs.
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Prediction Results Analysis
The plots below show the prediction correlation results by the best neural network models selected. Each neural network type has two models with the same topology, which differ in the way they work, namely, one uses only the delay as its inputs to the network and the other uses delay and network throughput information as inputs. The best prediction performances for the BPNNs, TDNN's, RBFNN's networks show that any of the three models has acceptable prediction accuracy. Figure 3 shows the prediction of the time delay sequences and gives a correlation of 0.999999999 by the BPNN(d) 6, 8 . It can be seen that prediction has a very high accuracy. The predicted values match the actual delay values. This high accuracy is also observed with the delay and network throughput combination as shown in Figure 4 for the BPNN(dt) 6, 8 network which has a correlation of 0.999996961. However, this is slightly lower than the BPNN(d) 6, 8 network without the additional network throughput input. Figure 5 shows the prediction of the time delay sequence with correlation of 0.999999980 given by the TDNN(d) 8, 5 . It can be seen that the prediction accuracy is identical to the BPNN(d) 6, 8 topology predictions. However, the TDNN model requires a larger number of hidden neurons and more training iterations to achieve the same prediction accuracy. From Figure 6 , the TDNN(dt) 8, 5 prediction accuracy is noticeably lower than the TDNN(d) 8, 5 . Compared to the previous two cases of the BPNN networks, the addition of the network throughput as an extra input is not significantly noticeable. In summary, either the BPNNs, TDNN's, RBFNN's can achieve desired prediction accuracy for delay prediction in WSAN's. The BPNN and TDNN networks needs more iterations (epochs) of training compared to an RBF network, while an RBF network needs more hidden neurons, i.e., the RBF networks required 17 hidden nodes which is double the size required compared to the BPNN and TDNN networks. This means that an RBF network is capable of faster learning compared to the BPNN and TDNN networks, but an RBF network needs more memory space for the network. The NARXNN network simulations did not yield acceptable results hence not used in our results comparison. As expected, the combination of the delay inputs with the network throughput inputs produced better results than the combination with the network packet loss rate. This shows that the network throughput is correlated with the delay experienced in wireless networks.
Comparing the results of the eight best sequences of the test results, we want to identify the best configuration capable of predicting delay sequences in wireless personal area networks for control applications. Based on these results, the appropriate topology for this is the topology with the best correlation and least network computing requirements which is the BPNN(d) 6, 8 .
Inverted Pendulum Simulations
We integrate the proposed neural network to the control models and use the inverted pendulum on a cart system to test them to determine their effects and system response. The inverted pendulum is one of the most common systems used to test control system algorithms. Our simulations are done in the Matlab programming environment using the Simulink inverted pendulum simulation tool [14] . We also assume that there is no packet loss in our experiments.
Without control, the inverted pendulum is unstable. To keep the inverted pendulum stable, a force F is applied to the cart to keep the pendulum in an upright position. The dynamics of the system are nonlinear. The coordinate of the cart's position is denoted by x and the angular position of the pendulum denoted by θ. For this pendulum system, the control input is the force F that controls the cart in the horizontal plane. The system outputs are the angular position of the pendulum θ and the horizontal position of the cart x. The equation of motion used for the pendulum is determined by the constraints placed on its motion. The equations of motion for the pendulum can be thus described.
With the following notations: x = cart position, θ = pendulum angle, F = applied force, M = mass of cart, m = mass of pendulum bob, l = length of pendulum, g = gravitational constant. The dynamics of the system can be derived from the Lagrange equations [21] .
where L represents the Lagrangian function. L = K −V where K and V are the kinetic and potential energies of the system respectively. The kinetic energy of the cart is defined as Our inverted pendulum system parameters are listed below in Table 7 . We assume that the pendulum is linearized around the vertical position i.e., it does not move more than few degrees. Substituting the inverted pendulum system parameters defined in Table 7 
Looking at the eigen values of the system matrix A, we can verify the stability of the dynamic system. The calculated eigen values of A are [0, 0, 4.5849 −4.5849] and from this we can see that the system is unstable. We apply the linear quadratic control (LQR) methodology. The Q weights represent the different parts of the state. To weight the cart's position and the pendulums angle, the elements in the 1,1 position and 3,3 position is used respectively. The R matrix represents the input weighting. Since we are interested in maintaining the pendulum in an upright position, we drive the pendulum position state towards zero by inputting a larger entry in the corresponding part of the system state. After trial and error, we selected the weight matrices Q and R as: 
Variable Sampling Period
Consider the control system with delays using the same feedback gain and the observer based model. To simulate the networked circumstance, the neural network BPNN(d) 6, 8 predicted delay sequence is used which is the predicted value at sampling step k of the network induced delay one-step ahead. For the observer model, the system observer is sampled at every predicted total delay. First we investigate the case of variable sampling with the predicted delays by the NARXNN(d) 10, 8 as the sampling periods.
In Figure 11 it shows that the pendulum converges to the goal about 0.804 s and the cart returns to its original position is 0.95 s with a maximum distance excursion of 0.16 to −0.01 m. We also apply the BPNN(d) 6, 8 predicted delay values to the variable sampling observer. The initial position of the pendulum in the observer was set to θ = 0.05rad, same as the actual plant condition. After trial and error we set the observer gain to [ From the observer based variable sampling results in Figure 12 , the position of the pendulum is controlled adequately and the pendulum converges to its goal in about 0.64 s, with the maximum excursion of the cart 0.154 m and reaching steady state in 0.84 s. The results with the better predicted values by the BPNN(d) 6, 8 produced better results than the NARXNN(d) 10, 8 predicted delay values and points to the need for accurate prediction of the delays by the neural network.
Conclusion
Self organizing and adaptive networks is one of the desirable features of wireless networks for control applications to eliminate human intervention and guarantee desired QoS in undesirable network conditions. In this paper, we have highlighted the importance and challenges of reliable data transmission and real time communications in WSAN's for control applications. From the ANN simulation results, it can be seen that, determining the appropriate topology for WSAN delay series prediction requires several iterations. From our test results, we can conclude that the backpropagation neural network with six inputs and eight hidden layers produced the best results during training, validation and testing. From the simulations, we can also conclude that the network throughput input is more correlated to the delay experienced in wireless networks than the network packet loss rate hence provides better results when used as an extra input in training the network. However, the results did not prove better than the networks without the added input. This may require that several topologies be tested to determine the most suitable topology with added inputs.
The adequate and inadequate neural network predicted delay series are used to simulate the effect of delays. The variable sampling tests using the cases of predicted values highlights the importance of accurate prediction as an important factor in variable sampling. Networked control simulations indicated that adequate prediction of the delay series influences the performance of the variable sampling control system. Future work includes assessing and comparing how the results of the various neural network models will generalize to an independent time delay series data set. This will involve the use of the Dietterich's 5×2-Fold cross-validation paired T-test or Alpaydin's 5×2-fold crossvalidation paired F -test [22] .
